
Tenants my office has spoken to report feeling exhausted, frustrated, and utterly disrespected, and
experiences of outright discrimination as a result of renting from SEED and COAST. Tenants call your
offices dozens of times for a single maintenance request, but no one picks up. The COAST office is across
the street from their buildings, but if they attempt to reach someone in person they are told that no one is
available who can speak with them. Even if they are able to speak with someone and they are told that
their concerns will be addressed, solutions rarely materialize, and they are forced to return again and
again to repeat their request for weeks, months, and sometimes years.

Within the last year, tenants who previously had access to low-income internet, which is their right as
low-income tenants, have been told they no longer have that option. Tenants previously paying $9.99 per
month for internet access were told they could either start paying $45-$60 per month, or opt out of
internet service entirely. It has become clear to my office that the main obstacle to returning tenants’
low-income internet access is SEED’s refusal to allow it as an option as a result of a deal you have made
with Comcast. Many of your elderly and disabled residents are now living completely without internet
access in their homes, because they are on fixed incomes and could not possibly afford a five-fold
monthly increase to their internet bill. This price gouging is even more stunning considering it has taken
place during the COVID pandemic, where access to the internet has been more critical than ever.

Many of your tenants have lived in their buildings for a decade or more—many are families with children
who have only ever known Rainier Court as their home. In that time, the management has changed again
and again, but the discrimination, deteriorating living conditions, and violation of their rights as renters
and working people struggling in this city has continued unabated. As elderly, disabled, low-income
renters in affordable homes—as renters and working people, period —the neglectful treatment and living
conditions they have been forced to endure under your management is completely unacceptable. For
SEED and COAST to double down on this injustice with an enormous rent increase, for tenants on fixed
incomes, can only be described as gratuitous and cruel.

I expect you to meet all the demands of the tenants in full without any delay, including rescinding the
$100 rent increases.

Sincerely,

Kshama Sawant
Seattle City Councilmember
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